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Time to reflect on the values that have made us all proud to be Americans.
Let us become a better nation not through strife, but through
communication, cooperation, and commitments.
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We welcome new board members Teresa Gerard and Bruce Rinkes. Teresa is a board member with
Wakarusa WJD 35. Bruce comes to us as a Jackson County rancher and program consultant for
several Kansas Watershed Districts.
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Message from the Executive Director
What a 3 month period of time since the March 2020 Newsletter. My stay at home COVID-19 order still
allowed me to get to the farm/SAKW Office. First time in my SAKW career that I had zero travel not just for
April, but for May and June as well. Thank goodness I was able to perform farm tasks each day following my
needed SAKW work. Social distancing was not a problem at all.
Made a list of projects to work on to fill in my time between reacting to phone calls and messages, internet
traffic, and text messages. A project that kept creeping to the top of the list was a project that has been
delayed ever since I started my SAKW career and is a report or spreadsheet showing each watershed district
and the number of planned, completed, and yet to build State and locally funded watershed district dams. If I
had a copy of each General Plan and a complete inventory of dams, I might have been able to complete the
report myself, but that was not the case.
The General Plan projects all projects that can, if constructed, make the flood reduction goals of the District
a reality. The trick of looking at General Plans for these projects is to make sure all amendments up until the
present time have been taken into account. This is where looking at old General Plans with missing
amendments will definitely add an error factor to the final report.
After sending out the emails to a watershed contact person requesting the number of planned, constructed,
and following the simplest of math determine the number of State or locally funded dams left to be
constructed, starts the phone tag process to fill in the missing data. Oh I failed to mention that those districts
with both federal and state dams in the mix must separate out the two categories and send in only the
numbers of dams requested. The requested numbers did allow the district to get back acquainted with their
watershed and reflect on whether the numbers will change much in the future. An ongoing effort!
Before the COVID-19 pandemic, I never even heard of Zoom and Team. Yes, conference calls were
commonly used to merge attending and non-attending meeting patrons. Now seems like the virtual meeting
process has generated a whole new array of meeting phenomena. Of course our desk top computer did not
have a camera or mike so we had to purchase a webcam along with what seemed like every school district in
Kansas. To say the least, the camera and mike took most of 3 months to arrive. We were able to borrow lap
top computers to use for several virtual meetings we needed to join in on. Thanks to the lenders of the
laptops.
One resolution we passed out of our 69th Annual Meeting was one that addressed providing Dam Watch to
all Watershed Districts with State or Locally Funded dams. Currently the PL-566 dams have Dam Watch
coverage through NRCS. Our first hurdle was to get DWR on board with the idea. The letter we sent to
DWR and their response letter are included with this newsletter. DWR has taken a stance that Dam Watch is
a redundant program when compared to what DWR has at their disposal right now. Read the two letters and
make up your mind if what we requested was provided by their response. The passed resolution said if DWR
did not desire to be a partner in the effort to provide Dam Watch for State funded dams then SAKW or
someone would take up the task. The State or locally funded watershed district dam report is partly justified
by not having a finite report of the number of dams Dam Watch would need to cover.
I hope by now you have a link to the latest version of the Watershed District Handbook. The staff at
KDA/DOC did a great job of compiling the needed updates and revisions and getting the Handbook out as
planned.
I just want to give a congratulatory and good luck shout out to Christy Jean, KSU graduate student who
following her research and publication of our Watershed District Story is now working on her Doctorate of
Geography following the same theme with a much more deliberate approach to flood control and how it
impacts people and communities.

As mentioned in my message, here is the letter sent to acting Chief Beightel followed by the DWR
response letter. Draw your own conclusions on having DWR as a partner in our pursuant of Dam
Watch for watershed district local and state funded dams.

April 9, 2020
Chris Beightel, Acting Chief Engineer
Division of Water Resources
Kansas Department of Agriculture
1320 Research Park Drive
Manhattan, Kansas 66502
Dear Chris,
The following Resolution No. 2 was presented by SAKW and passed by the attending delegation of
memberships at our 69th annual meeting on January 21, 2020.
SAKW presents this letter to request KDA/DWR take the needed actions as specified by Resolution
No. 2.
A defensible evaluation of manpower and financial needs to support inclusion of all state and locally
funded Watershed District dams in Dam Watch is requested from KDA/DWR.
A target date for the Dam Watch evaluation report presentation by KDA/DWR is suggested for a
SAKW/DWR/DOC/KWO/NRCS partnering meeting tentatively scheduled for September 15, 2020.
Voluntary assistance by the SAKW member Watershed Districts is one option available to
KDA/DWR to assist in the entering of individual data for each involved District.
Working closely with the Kansas Water Office and the State Legislature for FY 2022 budget
requests to support Dam Watch is imperative.
SAKW wants to thank KDA and DWR for their past support and we look forward to the future
with not only this request, but for all the Water Resource needs of Kansas.
Sincerely;

Barb Oltjen
SAKW President

June 4, 2020
Barb Oltjen
SAKW President
PO Box 216
Robinson, KS 66532
Dear Ms. Oltjen,
First, let me express our appreciation for SAKW’s interest in serving dam owners and protecting
the lives and property of those downstream of these structures. We received your April 9, 2020
letter asking for an evaluation of DWR staffing and financial needs to support inclusion of all state and
locally funded Watershed District dams in Dam Watch. We’ve carefully reviewed this option and have
determined Dam Watch’s services are largely redundant to information the Division of Water Resources
(DWR) is currently required to provide per Kansas statutes.
In addition, current funding of the dam safety program does not have the capacity to subscribe to
the Dam Watch program. You may realize that DWR uses two electronic document management
systems to maintain records for regulated dams. If all state and locally funded watershed district
dams were included in Dam Watch, our staff would be required to store documents for those
specific dams in yet another additional records management system. It is unlikely DWR would
pursue Dam Watch even if the existing dam safety program had more funds available because it
would require an additional investment and resources, increase the complexity of our record
keeping, and provide minimal value to our mission. If additional funding becomes available to
enhance dam safety services, our priority would focus on investing in other needs of the dam safety program.
It’s important to note The American Society of Civil Engineers 2018 Infrastructure Report Card
recommended increased funding and staffing of the Kansas dam safety program to be more
consistent with national averages. The 2018 Association of State Dam Safety Officials (ASDSO)
State Performance Report also recommended additional funding and staffing for the Kansas dam safety
program. ASDSO noted that the staff has decreased from over 9 full-time employees
(FTE’s) in 2010 to 5 in 2018. To put this in perspective, Kansas has over 1,200 regulated dams
per FTE while the national average is under 200 regulated dams per FTE. Additionally, ASDSO
noted that Kansas receives state funding of approximately $50 per regulated dam while the national average
is approximately $700 per regulated dam.
Despite the issues noted above, DWR believes it would be fiscally irresponsible to request
additional state general funds at this time, especially given the likelihood state agencies will be forced to
reduce next year’s expenditures because of the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic.
DWR values our partnership with SAKW, but we cannot support a request for additional state
funding for the Dam Watch program at this time.
Sincerely,

Christopher W. Beightel, PE
Acting Chief Engineer
Division of Water Resources
Pc: Herb Graves, SAKW
Kevin Gustafson, NRCS
Terry Medley, DWR

Not to many times that State Government has to put out guidance as to what needs to happen in
case the public is barred from public type meetings. I assume the contents of this fact sheet was
already on file as our preparedness just in case it were needed someday.

If you hurry, there is still time to take part in the following webinar. Kind of a virtual O&M
workshop.

SAKW sent this document out to their watershed partners with a link to open up every page of the
most complete reference of all watershed facts and figures we have ever seen or read. Please let us
know if you did not get a copy. We would be glad to send one your way.

KDA/DOC has updated the Watershed District Handbook with the latest and best available
information. Why not send a message of thanks to those at DOC who worked the many hours to
make the May, 2020 edition a reality.

Below is a draft of a State and Local Dam Report from watershed districts that SAKW has
contacted so far. Planned, completed, under construction, and remaining to build are the dam
categories. As you can see, we still have several blanks to fill in. It may appear to be trivial pursuit
to some, but no such report exists to my knowledge. Why not have a report that shows where the
program has gone and how far we have to go. I have spent my entire SAKW career using estimates
for the State dam program. The number of planned dams seems to be the most challenging number
to come up with. Your General Plan with all amendments accounted for is the official source for
planned dams. Help SAKW and help yourself by digging into your files for your General Plan with
amendments and coming up with the numbers. We will complete the inquiries of the remaining
districts in the near future. Our goal is to publish the final report on the reverse side of the
KDA/DOC watershed district map and have it posted to both their and our websites.

Talk about PL-566 history, sorry for the paper smears, but these next two pages are fast
approaching 70 years old. They talk about the trials and tribulations that went on to produce a
watershed program that had been authorized in 1936. I have the complete 35 page report by Mr.
Maass, but thought a couple pages for this newsletter was enough to stir your interest.

Events to Consider
None for the near future. Will do our best to keep you posted when meetings and events once
more can be scheduled and/or attended safely.

